
Shoe Dog is a book written by Phil Knight. Phil Knight is the man who created Nike, a very
famous company that makes sports shoes and clothes. The book tells the story of how Phil
started the company and made it successful. It shows us that starting a business is not easy, but
with hard work and determination, it is possible to achieve great things. This book is full of
lessons that can help anyone who wants to start their own business or achieve their goals. So,
let’s dive into the story of Phil Knight and the creation of Nike.

"We knew we could fail; we just didn't think we would."

Phil Knight

In this blog post, we will go over:

● The Dream
● Building Blue Ribbon
● Overcoming Challenges
● The Birth of Nike
● Fun Facts About Nike
● Key Takeaways

The Dream
Phil Knight had a dream. He wanted to start a shoe company. He believed that he could make
shoes that were better and more comfortable for athletes.

But starting a company needs money. Phil didn’t have enough money to start a company on his
own. So, he decided to ask his father for help. He told his father about his dream and his plan to
make better shoes. His father was not sure about this idea. But Phil did not give up. He
explained his plan in detail and convinced his father that his idea could work.

Finally, his father agreed to lend him the money. With this money, Phil was able to pitch his idea
to a Japanese shoe seller. This was the start of his journey to create Nike, one of the most
famous shoe companies in the world.

Building Blue Ribbon
Blue Ribbon was the first name of the company that Phil Knight started. It was the beginning of
what we now know as Nike.

Phil Knight and his first employee, a man named Jeff Johnson, started the company together.
They didn’t have a lot of money or a big office. But they had a lot of passion and a big dream.
They wanted to make the best athletic shoes in the world.



So, they started selling shoes. At first, they sold shoes from the trunk of their car. They went to
track meets and other sports events to sell their shoes. It was hard work, but they were
determined to make their dream come true.

This is how Blue Ribbon, the company that would become Nike, was born. It shows us that with
passion, hard work, and a good idea, anyone can start a successful company.

Overcoming Challenges
Starting a company is not easy. Phil Knight faced many problems when he was building Blue
Ribbon. One big problem was money. He needed money to buy shoes to sell, but he didn’t
always have enough. This is called a cash flow problem.

Another problem was competition. There were many other companies selling sports shoes.
Some of these companies were very big and had a lot of money. It was hard for Blue Ribbon to
compete with them.

But Phil Knight did not give up. He worked hard to solve these problems and he found ways to
manage his money better. He also found ways to make his shoes different from the others. This
made more people want to buy his shoes.

One big success was when Phil Knight got the rights to sell Onitsuka shoes. Onitsuka was a
famous shoe company in Japan. Their shoes were very popular. By selling Onitsuka shoes,
Blue Ribbon could compete with the big companies.

This shows us that problems can be solved if we work hard and don’t give up. Even big
problems like money and competition can be overcome. This is an important lesson for anyone
who wants to start their own company.

The Birth of Nike
Blue Ribbon was doing well, but Phil Knight wanted to do more. He decided to start his own
brand of shoes. He named this new brand “Nike”, after the Greek goddess of victory.

Creating Nike was not easy. Phil Knight and his team had to design their own shoes. One of the
people on his team was Bill Bowerman. Bowerman was a coach who liked to experiment with
shoe designs.

One of Bowerman’s designs was the waffle trainer. He got the idea for this shoe from his wife’s
waffle iron. He thought that the pattern of the waffle iron could be used on the bottom of a shoe
to help athletes run faster. This design became very popular and is still used in many Nike
shoes today. Imagine that, a breakfast appliance inspired one of the most iconic shoe designs in
the world!



This is how Nike was born. It started with a dream, faced many challenges, but with hard work
and good ideas, it became a success. This story shows us that with passion and determination,
we can achieve our goals.

"I still get real nervous when I go in front of more than two people."

Phil Knight

Fun Facts About Nike
Here are some facts about Nike:

● The famous Nike “Swoosh” logo was designed by Carolyn Davidson, a graphic design
student, for just $35.

● The slogan “Just Do It”, which is recognized all over the world, was inspired by Gary
Gilmore’s last words before his execution.

● One of Nike’s most recent innovations is a shoe that can be electronically paired up to a
smartphone.

● Across the market for athletic shoes, Nike takes up approximately 62%, making it the
most popular brand for sporting footwear.

● Tinker Hatfield, a shoe designer for Nike, created the Bat boot for the first Batman
movie.

● The largest Nike store is situated on Oxford Street in London and is a grand total of
42,000 square feet.

● The very first pair of Nike shoes were made using a waffle iron, which created grooves
on the soles. These then helped to grip the surface of running tracks when athletes wore
them.

Key Takeaways
Phil Knight’s journey to create Nike teaches us many important lessons.

1. Dream Big: Phil started with a big dream. He wanted to create a shoe company that
could make better shoes for athletes. This dream was the start of Nike. So, don’t be
afraid to dream big.

2. Work Hard: Phil worked very hard to make his dream come true. He faced many
problems, but he did not give up. He kept working until he succeeded. So, be ready to
work hard for your dreams.

3. Overcome Challenges: Phil faced many challenges, like money problems and
competition. But he found ways to overcome these challenges. This shows us that we
can overcome any problem if we are determined.

4. Innovate: Phil and his team created new designs for their shoes. These designs made
their shoes different and better. This teaches us the importance of innovation.



These lessons can be applied in our own lives. Whether we want to start a company, achieve a
goal, or overcome a problem, we can use these lessons to guide us. We can dream big, work
hard, overcome challenges, and innovate. This is the path to success.
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